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E ve r yo n e a C h a n g e m a ke r ™

Driving the next generation of social change
Letter from Ashoka's Team

Ashoka’s most enduring value is the opportunity it affords to see the world through a
lens of solutions rather than problems – the possibility it presents for inspiring an “everyone
a changemaker”™ world.
Over the last three decades, Ashoka’s geographic reach has grown tremendously as has
our track record of searching out and selecting the world’s leading social entrepreneurs and
their cutting-edge solutions to critical social problems. This growth has mirrored a significant
growth in the range of partners who believe we are the most highly leveraged investment in
change and social innovation. Our search and selection process in 2008 yielded more elected
Fellows than any other year, bringing our total community of leading social entrepreneurs to
2,000 members from 63 countries. The far-reaching impact and work of Ashoka’s Fellows is
recognized around the world through awards, grants and commendations by global and local
organizations.
Ashoka’s effectiveness is a result of the relationships we have solidified in the last year. These partners invest
in multiple ways at multiple levels. Ashoka’s Venture Partners invest in fields undergoing rapid change - such
as journalism and technology. Globally, we launched new programs such as Ashoka’s Security Program ensuring
the ability of our social entrepreneurs to continue their work and Ashoka’s University Network which provides
key resources and ideas for professors and students to learn and engage in social entrepreneurship. Ashoka’s
Changemakers.net engages corporate partners to source innovations globally in fields they need to understand.
Ashoka is poised for another year of expanding and deepening our global footprint. Many thanks for your
support and engagement in building an “everyone a changemaker”™ world.
Sincerely yours,

Diana Wells
President
Since 2002, Ashoka Canada has been identifying leading social entrepreneurs nationally
and in collaborations with other Ashoka Fellows around the world. With our Fellowship of 16
Canadian social entrepreneurs and three from other countries, Ashoka continues to build on
the successes of 28 years of global experience that will propel us forward in Canada.
Over the last four years, former Director Andres Dussan led Ashoka to its current phase.
Our vision for the next five years includes the growth of our Fellowship, with early launch
social entrepreneurs and Senior Fellows who can support Ashoka’s strategy and strengthen
Fellows’ work. Through strategic pro-bono support from corporations such as McKinsey&
Company, Hill & Knowlton, Blakes LLP and Egon Zehnder, Ashoka aims to support the scaling
up of these projects. Ashoka is also launching Youth Venture Program, which invest in young
people to have the transformative experience of launching and leading their own lasting social
ventures across Canada. Ashoka will create different strategies to engage changemakers in our
Ashoka’s Changemakers online “open source” community that competes to surface the best
social solutions to the world’s most pressing issues.
To achieve this, we will build our financial sustainability through our local Ashoka Support Network, companies
and foundations, as well as raise Ashoka’s profile in Canada; both key goals of which are critical to cultivating an
Everyone a Changemaker society in Canada and around the world.

Celia Cruz
Ashoka Canada Director, since December 2008
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Vision
Ashoka envisions a world where Everyone is a Changemaker™: a world
that responds quickly and effectively to social challenges, and where each
individual has the freedom, confidence and societal support to address any social
problem and drive change.
Mission
Ashoka strives to shape a global, entrepreneurial, collaborative citizen sector:
one that allows social entrepreneurs to thrive and enables the world’s citizens to think
and act as changemakers.
Three Pillars of Ashoka

Social entrepreneurs
are the engines of social
change and role models for
the citizen sector. Ashoka identifies and invests
in leading social entrepreneurs and helps them
achieve maximum social
impact.

Social
Entrepreneurs

Groups and networks
of social entrepreneurs
working together accelerate and spread social impact.
Ashoka engages communities of entrepreneurs and
develops patterns of effective collaborations that
change entire fields.

Group
Entrepreneurship

Infrastructure
for the
Citizen Sector

A global network of
changemakers requires
tools and support systems to deliver sustainable social solutions.
Ashoka creates needed
infrastructure, such as
access to social financing, bridges to business
and academic sectors,
and frameworks for
partnerships that deliver
social and financial value.

Ashoka serves leading social entrepreneurs, builds communities
and addresses the structural needs of the field
2
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“Through its vision of Everyone a Changemaker and its
renowned selection process,
Ashoka is filling a crucial need in
Canada for direct, lifelong support for social entrepreneurs. I
see Ashoka Canada building on
Global Ashoka’s strengths and
history by growing a strong
Canadian Fellowship which will
collaborate with social entrepreneurs worldwide, with support from strategic partners.”
– Bill Young
ASN member

“Bill Drayton is an inspiring
leader who decided in 1980
to change the world – and he
is succeeding! Bill and his dedicated team carefully chose and
funded more than 2,000 of the
brightest, most pragmatic and
idealistic individuals in 63 countries. These Fellows are transforming our world through social entrepreneurship! Ashoka
is an exciting journey, and I
am proud to be part of it.”
– Serge Martin,
Les Grands Explorateurs
Martin International

“Ashoka is part incubator,
part angel investor and part
networking forum for these
fellows and their ventures.
Started in the U.S. in 1980, the
group tries to marry the best
practices of entrepreneurship
with the drive and altruism of
citizen-activists to replicate
their successes on a large scale.”
– Sarah Dougherty,
Special to The Montreal Gazette

Ashoka
Founded in 1980, Ashoka is the global association of the world’s leading social entrepreneurs – individuals with system-changing solutions for
the world’s most urgent social problems. We believe that the growth of
a global citizen sector begins with the work of individual social entrepreneurs. These entrepreneurs drive the sector forward, responding to new
challenges and changing needs. They are rooted in local communities but
think and act globally. They are the ultimate role models and the pillars of
Ashoka’s vision of Everyone a ChangemakerTM.
To date, we have elected over 2,000 social entrepreneurs, who we
call Ashoka Fellows, across 63 countries in five continents. Over 200
staff work in 30 countries to search out and select as well as provide
support services to Ashoka’s Fellows.
Ashoka supports ideas and develops initiatives in every field of human need, from microfinance to water management to children’s health.
Much of our work around the globe falls into six major fields – civic
engagement, economic development, health, human rights, environment,
and learning/education – although we recognize that many new ideas cut
across multiple fields or aim to create new ones.
Led by the work of our Fellows, we strive to define and advance
the innovations in each field, challenging old methods and investing in
new strategies with the potential for long-lasting systemic change.

“Social entrepreneurs identify resources where others only see problems.
They view the villagers as the solution, not the passive beneficiary. They
begin with the assumption of competence and unleash resources in the
communities they’re serving.”
– David Bornstein,
Canadian author of How to Change the World

Ashoka is leading a profound transformation in society
E v e ryo n e a C h a n g e m a k e r	
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What Makes Ashoka Unique?
 We were the first in the field, with more than 28 years of experience in identifying and investing in the world’s leading
social entrepreneurs.
 Our global reach is the broadest and deepest in the field.
 To elect our Fellows, we use a rigourous five-step search and selection process, which includes hours of personal
interviews and draws on networks of local and international experts.
 We are supported by a diverse group of partners that includes foundations, corporations and business leaders.

Global Social Entrepreneurship – Ashoka Fellows by Country (July 2008)
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Ashoka Canada
Ashoka launched its Canada program with the election of its first two Canadian Fellows in 2002, Mary
Gordon (Roots of Empathy) and Al Etmanski (PLAN).
Ashoka is poised to take Canadian innovation global, increasing our international profile, while
eradicating the root causes of chronic issues at home. Ashoka Canada is committed to working with
organizations across the civic sector to advance the field, to foster fresh thinking for the citizen sector and
support the scaling up of social innovations that make Canadians proud.
Ashoka Fellows in Canada, with the support of Ashoka through business entrepreneurs, companies,
foundations and individuals, are implementing innovative solutions and developing sustainable organizations
that create systemic change. Ashoka Fellows have become role models and are playing a key role towards
positive social change, one that we invite you to join us in supporting in Canada.

Generating impact in Canada

number of elected Fellows

Growth of Ashoka Fellows elected in Canada

year of operation
Ashoka’s Programs in Canada
venture and fellowship
Ashoka identifies and selects leading social entrepreneurs
through a rigorous process of which includes interviews,
reference checks and panels. Ashoka provides them with
living stipends, professional support, and access to a global
network of peers in more than 60 countries.
Ashoka’s Youth Venture (YV)
Ashoka Youth Venture (YV) inspires and invests in teams
of young people aged 12-24 to create and launch their
own sustainable ventures – youth-led projects, groups,
and organizations that strive to solve social problems.
Ashoka’s Changemakers
Ashoka’s Changemakers is building the world’s first global
online “open source” community that competes to surface the best social solutions to the world’s most pressing
issues.
Strategic Partners
Ashoka Canada has developed strategic partnerships
with leading global firms that can impart their substantial
knowledge to the social sector. Our current global strategic partners are McKinsey & Company, Hill & Knowlton
and Latham & Watkins. Ashoka Canada also has relationships with Egon Zehnder and Blakes LLP.
E v e ryo n e a C h a n g e m a k e r	

“Ashoka Fellow Jayne Stoyles’ organization, The
Canadian Centre for International Justice, hosts
an event on international justice and the role of
national-level courts in helping to end impunity
for massive human rights abuses. Members of the
CCIJ Honourary Council Alex Neve, Maher Arar,
Louise Arbour and Jayne Stoyles are pictured in
this photo.

What differentiates Ashoka
Fellows?
Ashoka Fellows are visionaries who develop
innovative solutions that fundamentally change
how society operates. They find what is not
working and address the problem by changing
the system, spreading the solution, and persuading entire societies to take new leaps.
Much like the rare, top business entrepreneurs who redefine industries, social entrepreneurs persist however long the transformation
takes. They are creative yet pragmatic, constantly adjusting and changing, with a comitted vision
that endures until they have succeeded.
5

Ashoka Canada Fellows as of FY08
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MICHEL VENNE
Civic
Engagement

NICOLE
RYCROFT
Environment

Mary Gordon
Learning/
Education

GEOFF CAPE
SENIOR FELLOW
Environment
PETER NARES
SENIOR FELLOW
Economic
Development

DONNA
MORTON
Economic
Development
SALEEM SAMAD
(ELECTED IN
BANGLADESH)
Human Rights

JOHN MIGHTON
Learning and
Education

GILLES JULIEN
Health
JAYNE
STOYLES
Human Rights

AARON
PEREIRA
Economic
Development

MARC
KIELBURGER
Civic
Engagement
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quebec

ontario

Al Etmanski
Human Rights

LARRY
SILBERMAN
(ELECTED IN
mexico)
civic
engagement

Sidney Ribaux
Environment
OCTAVIO
DUQUE
(ELECTED IN
colombia)
Economic
Development

STANLEY
ZLOTKIN
Health
2008

Lucie
Chagnon
Affiliate
Economic
Development
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New programs and collaborations increased
Ashoka's Canada impact in 2008
In FY2008 Ashoka Canada...
 Ashoka’s Venture elected two regular Ashoka Fellows (Jayne Stoyles and
Michel Venne), one Affiliate Fellow (Lucie Chagnon) and one Senior Fellow
(Peter Nares). In August 2008, we had 19 Fellows (Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,
and Vancouver) connected to a network of over 2,000 Fellows (63 countries).
 Ashoka Canada became a Member of the Montreal Chamber of
Commerce
 Induction of North American Fellows: Induction of 4 Fellows at event in
Miami in February 2008, and Fellows’ participation in the (dis)ability and
social finance collaborations
 Ashoka’s Changemakers.net launched a new collaborative website and
opened an office for a Changemakers team (4 staff) in Vancouver.
 Ashoka’s Youth Venture (YV) launched five Youth Venture teams in Ontario
and Quebec engaging approximately 125 youth. The first panel in Quebec with
partner Institute Nouveau Monde (INM) launched three teams. Another team
was launched together with partner Forester. A fifth team was launched with
Conscious Lifestyle.
 Launched the bilingual websites with tools adapted to Quebec and Canada
 Ashoka’s Strategic Partnerships have supported Ashoka Fellows with
McKinsey & Company and Hill & Knowlton; as well as partnerships with Egon
Zehnder and Blakes LLP.

Let’s reach our goal together FOR FY2009

ASHOKA FELLOWS FY08
Jayne Stoyles
Canadian Centre for International Justice
Jayne is creating a global network of
citizens to put pressure and support the
Government of Canada, initially, and other
governments, subsequently, in taking decisive action on their international obligation to bring war violators to justice.
Michel Venne
Institut du Nouveau Monde
With less people voting and declining
community involvement in public affairs, democracies are being significantly
weakened. Michel’s New World Institute
is successfully reverting this trend by reinventing the Public Forum to transform
common people, especially youth, into active citizens.
Peter Nares, Senior Fellow
SEDI
Peter has stimulated new forms of community practice and public policy to combat poverty by expanding opportunities
for low-income communities to participate in and benefit from the mainstream
economy. Peter is one of the international
leaders of the transition from income
maintenance and social support to the
Investment State.
Lucie Chagnon, Affiliate
Commodus
Lucie created Commodus, the first online open market for the provision of
life-work-balance services. Her goals are
healthier families, proud employees and,
ultimately, a socially sustainable economy.

 Ashoka’s Venture expects to identify 4 new early launch Fellows and 3 Senior Fellows in the next year, bringing new
themes and geographic diversity.
 Ashoka’s Fellowship intend to increase Canadian Fellows’ participation in North American collaborations, one large
event and strengthen the strategic support for Fellows, as well as bring more business partners.
 Ashoka’s Youth Venture will create a national mapping of youth serving organizations in Canada & for potential
partnership to launch 25 teams and to launch one cycle of the “Dream it, Do it Challenge” process.
 Ashoka’s Changemakers.net will engage more Canadian participants in our online competitions.
 Ashoka Support Network (ASN) is a global community of successful business people who engage with Ashoka,
committing time and resources to support the work of social entrepreneurs. Our goal is to expand our ASN base in
Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver.
 Sustainability: achieve a strong ASN membership, increase the percentage of Ashoka’s budget invested by Canadian
companies and foundations, as well as to raise awareness of Social Entrepreneurship, Ashoka and its Fellows.
E v e ryo n e a C h a n g e m a k e r	
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Ashoka Fellow Peter Nares, two SEDI Award winners and CBC TV’s Mark Kelley attend the fourth SEDI Awards
on November 13, 2008, in Toronto. The SEDI Awards celebrates the accomplishments of remarkable SEDI program
participants who overcame adversities such as poverty and homelessness to gain economic independence. At the
2008 SEDI Awards, Peter launched SEDI’s newest initiative, the Canadian Centre for Financial Literacy.
Photo courtesy of Juris Kornets and SEDI

Ashoka Fellow Nicole Rycroft presents JK Rowling with Markets Initiative’s Order of the Forest Award at the 2008
International Festival of Authors in Toronto. Nicole’s organization, Markets Initiative, partnered with Harry Potter
publishers to have various series printed on Ancient Forest Friendly paper. The last installment of the Potter series
was printed on eco-friendly paper in 16 countries and in at least 8 languages.
Photo courtesy of Markets Initiative

Ashoka’s Approach: how
we select Ashoka Fellows

N o m i nat i o n
• local
• INDIVIDUAL

›

Ashoka representatives receive
nominations from
staff, Fellows, volunteers, partners and
any other nominators familiar with
Ashoka. All candidates must pass
Ashoka’s five core
criteria listed below.

›

Ashoka invests in people . We s e a rc h
t he world for leading so c ial en t repreneurs and t hrough an in t en s ive ,
human-centered proce s s , s e l e c t
and engage t hem in our glob al Fellowship where t hey rec eive f in an cial and professional sup p or t .
We call these process e s Ve n t u re
and Fellowship. Since 19 8 0 , A s h o k a
has elec t ed over 2,000 s oc ial en t repreneurs in more t han 6 0 c ou nt ries.

›

F i r st Op i n i o n

sec o n d Op i n i o n

Panel

• local
• INDIVIDUAL

• I N T E R N AT I O N A L
• INDIVIDUAL

• LOCAL
• G RO U P

Local Ashoka staff
research
nominees
and the fields they
work in, conduct site
visits and reference
checks,
interview
them extensively to
identify their central
innovation, all while
evaluating them across
Ashoka’s criteria.

A senior Ashoka representative from outside
the region interviews each
candidate for 3-4 hours in
person, applying Ashoka’s
criteria, probing a candidate’s life history, and
relying on their deep understanding of the field of
social entrepreneurship.

Ashoka’s SELECTION CRITERIA

A New Idea (the knock-out
test)

Ashoka will only elect individuals to the Fellowship if they are
possessed by a new idea – a new
solution or approach to a social
problem – that will change the
pattern in a given field, be it human rights, the environment, or
any other.

Entrepreneurial quality

Perhaps our most important criteria is entrepreneurial quality. It
defines leaders who are visionaries, see opportunities for change
and innovation and who are willing to commit themselves entirely
over decades to make their visions a reality.

E v e ryo n e a C h a n g e m a k e r	

Creativity

Do they define the root problem,
interpret the challenges, and take
advantage of their setbacks in a
creative and resourceful way?
The best candidates have shown
a history of creativity throughout
their lives.

Social impact of the idea

Ashoka is only interested in ideas
that it believes will change the
field significantly and that will trigger national or global impact.

Ethical fibre

Social entrepreneurs introducing
major structural changes to society
must be deeply trusted to succeed.
Evaluating candidates on their ethics and motivations often requires
resorting to instinct rather than rational analysis. If there is any doubt,
a candidate will not pass.

›

Ashoka representatives convene 3-4
leading social and
business
entrepreneurs from the country to advise Ashoka
on how to frame the
candidate’s idea and
potential impact in
the country context.
Each panelist meets
with each candidate
individually, and then
the panel convenes
as a group, facilitated
by the Second Opinion interviewer, to
decide by consensus
whether
to recommend candidates to be elected as
Ashoka Fellows.

B o a r d Rev i ew
• I N T E R N AT I O N A L
• G RO U P

Ashoka representatives, Second Opinion interviewers, and
Venture staff collaborate to write a candidate “profile” that
presents the main elements of the candidacy and demonstrates
how each of the criteria has been satisfied. Ashoka’s Board
of Directors receives
profiles and panel recommendations from
throughout the world.
The Board considers
each candidacy based
on Ashoka’s worldwide mission and
policies, and either
ratifies the election
or requests clarification from staff.

Ashoka’s search and s e l e c t i o n
proc ess is designed t o s ou rc e an d
screen new entrepren e u r s w i t h
paradigm shifting idea s . I t a l s o
comprehensively mit igat es u n c ert aint ies t hrough program ef f ic ien cy, due diligence and c o n s i d e r s
longterm viability, and re p l i c a t i o n
pot ent ial. Our proc ess id en t if ies
Ashoka Fellows who rep res en t
t he apex of t he field of s oc ial ent repreneurship.
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Ashoka’s partners
“Each day, our global partnership with Ashoka expands in our mutual commitment to advancing the important
causes of society.” – Paul Taaffe, Chairman and CEO, Hill & Knowlton, Inc.
Ashoka has forged strategic partnerships with leading global companies, to provide management,
communications, legal, finance and other expertise to the citizen sector. In turn, Ashoka and its vast social
network share knowledge and opportunities with business partners, expanding the horizons of these
pioneering businesses and the people who work with them.
Together, our strategic partners support Ashoka’s social entrepreneurs in 63 countries, delivering
millions of dollars of in-kind consulting services each year. But the partnerships’ true value is in enabling
the flow of talent and resources between business and citizen sectors, accelerating innovation so that
both sectors can solve their most pressing problems. Ashoka Canada’s strategic partners are McKinsey &
Company and Hill & Knowlton. Ashoka Canada also has pro bono relationships with Egon Zehnder
International and Blakes LLP. Ashoka receives financial support from The Jenesis Group, Harbinger
Foundation, Staples and Artemisia.
Strategic partners:

Partners:

The Jenesis Group

Ashoka’s Awards FY08
2008 Social Capitalist Awards Include Many in Ashoka Community
(January, 2008)

Fellows’ Awards FY08
Marc Kielburger was awarded the Order of Canada and he was selected as a Young Global Leader
at the World Economic Forum in 2007.
(July, 2008)

Aaron Pereira was an honouree for the WEF Young Global Leaders for 2008 Award
(March, 2008)

Stan Zlotkin was nominated for Tech Awards
(March, 2008)

Mary Gordon won Young Men at Risk Changemakers competition
(March, 2008)

Geoff Cape won the prestigious Schwab Foundation’s “Canadian Social Entrepreneur of the Year”
Award, Canada’s top social entrepreneurship honour
(December, 2007)
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Ashoka’s impact:
How we measure our effectiveness
Ashoka Fellows operate in diverse fields and with a broad spectrum of goals, making it difficult
to describe their impact with one common set of measurements. Nonetheless, Ashoka’s Measuring
Effectiveness program has developed a system of proxy indicators that reflect Fellows’ roles in transforming
their societies.
Ashoka conducts a study focusing on the classes of Fellows elected five and ten years prior. The
study includes a comprehensive self-response survey sent to all Ashoka Fellows elected in a given year,
complemented by a series of in‑person interviews with a cross-section of survey respondents.
Impact of Ashoka Fellows

Impact Indicators
 Dedication to Original Vision Ashoka
 Independent Replication Fellows
 Policy Influence
 Leadership in the Field

Dedication to Original Vision
Ashoka seeks out social entrepreneurs with a lifelong commitment to their visions for the future. This
continued dedication signals a Fellow’s ongoing effort to spread a new idea or practice in society. After five
years of becoming Ashoka Fellows, 94% remain engaged in consolidating and spreading their innovations.
Independent Replication
Fellows who succeed in inspiring replication have moved beyond direct impact to influence the way
other groups approach problem-solving. Higher success rates among more recent Fellows imply that
Ashoka’s selection continues to grow stronger. Within five years of becoming Ashoka Fellows, 93% have
proven their ideas to be so effective that their work has been replicated by independent groups or
government organizations.
Policy INfluence
Changes in government policy signal the adoption of Ashoka Fellows’ ideas in the public sphere,
expanding the reach of their impact. Within five years of becoming Ashoka Fellows, 56% have achieved
changes in national government policy or legislation, and after 10 years, 71%.
Leadership in the field
As Ashoka Fellows develop institutions that lead their fields, they not only spread their own ideas, but
also reinforce the building bocks of the social sector.
E v e ryo n e a C h a n g e m a k e r	
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Financials
As the citizen sector has grown in scale and scope, so has Ashoka. Our operating budget has increased
over the organization’s history and reflects Ashoka’s expansion beyond our core Venture program.
Ashoka CANADA’s annual budget (US$ thousands)
832,199
776,060

494,589
396,274

390,423

343,466
265,033

2002

2004

2003

2005

2006

2007

2008

Ashoka’s work is funded by entrepreneurs, foundations, corporations and individuals from around
the world. Ashoka does not accept funding from any government entities. Individual and institutional
endowment funds provide for Ashoka’s long-term stability..
ASHOKA CANADA’s Expenses
FY2008

ASHOKA CANADA’s revenue
by Source FY2008

4%

10%

10%
venture

58%
10%

operational cost

Business entrepreneurs
and their Foundations

13%

Fellowship

corporations

changemakers
18%

Foundations

youth venture

77%
* Annual funding sources are estimates and do not include in-kind contributions
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•

Ashoka Canada helped raise funds for a global collaboration on water and a Fellow stipend in
Africa

•

Ashoka’s fiscal year closed August 31, 2008. Audited financials for FY2008 will be available upon
request.

•

Ashoka uses the accrual method of accounting.We are audited annually by Global Tax Group Inc.
The annual budget is approved by the leadership team, and then by the Board of Directors.

•

Ashoka Canada is registered as a charitable organization in Canada. Our tax registration number
is 861938736RR0001.
2008
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Ashoka Canada’s Board
Willi am Drayton
F o u nd er a n d C EO, Ashoka

Kyle Z imme r
Pr e s i de nt and C o -f o unde r , F i r s t Bo o k

C . Wi lli am C arte r
Consultant

Ma ry g o r d o n
Fo unde r and Pr e s i de nt, R o o ts o f E m p a t h y

e dwa rd J . Waitzer
C h a ir , St i kem a n Elliott

Our Team
D iana Wells
P r e si d en t
C E L IA C RU Z
Di r e ctor of Ashoka Canada (began in
D ec e m b er 2008)
A n dres Dussan
D i r e ct or o f Ashoka Canada ( 2004 - 2 0 0 7 )
N ic oli na Far ella
A s h oka Canada, Quebec, Venture an d
A S N (C on su l t a nt)
claudi a de simone
A s h oka Canada, Toronto, Executive
A s s i stant and Communications
( Co n su l t a n t )
h anae ba ruchel
A s h oka Canada, Toronto, Developme n t
( Co n su t a n t )

Photo courtesy of: Marc Kielburger and Volunteer Now

mel issa bri zuela
A s h oka Canada, Toronto, Administra t i o n
a n d Devel o p m e nt ( until May 2008)

Mic helle Dagn in o
D i re c to r, Yo uth Ve nture , To ro nto ( b e g a n
i n S e pte mbe r 2 0 0 8 )
C ha r les tsa i
Yo uth Ve nture , Vanc o uve r, G l o bal
Mar ke ti ng
ro berto Wo hlgemut h
C hange make r s , Vanc o uve r, Mar ke t i n g
C hr isto p he r Heal d
C hange make r s & I T I , Vanc o uve r
d elyse sylvester
C h a n ge m a ke r s , Va n c o u ve r, M a r ke t i n g
(C o ns ul tant)
ei leen k n owles
C hange make r s , Vanc o uve r, G l o bal
O utre ac h C o o rdi nato r (I nte r n)
Vo luntee r s
C ami l a Mo ur a
Jake K l amk a
Fi f te e n vo l unte e r tr ans l ato r s

This annual repor t was produced by: Camila Moura and Claudia De Simone

Ashoka Fellow Mary Gordon won the Young Men at Risk Changemakers.net competition in March 2008 for her work with
Roots of Empathy, the organization which she founded.

Ashoka Fellow Al Etmanski, through his work with his organization, PLAN, and the federal government, launched the
Registered Disability Savings Plan (RDSP) in December 2008. This new law allows parents of children with disabilities to
contribute to their children’s future, with funds that are tripled by the Canadian government.

“Ashoka is a great global organization, built on a
brilliant idea. It picks up social innovator when they
themselves don’t know what great changes they can
bring. That’s the stage when budding innovators need
the support most. Ashoka helps pool local innovations
into global solutions.”
Muhammad Yunus, Founder Grameen Bank,
2006 Nobel Peace Prize Winner
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